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Signs of the Times
Jonah-II appeared in the global Town Square announcing God’s Wrath after 1 Tishri 5777. God appointed
someone from Germany born under Hitler’s NAZI system in 1932. Firebombs were literally bursting
around me when I was baptized as a Christian in my early teens. My family was persecuted belonging to a
controversial Christian cult, so I grew up being sensitive to Christian denomination dogma spins. As a 14year kid, I was pushed by my father’s absence as a prisoner of war to be the sole provider starving in
Russian occupied East Germany to find food for a mother and 4 siblings or die.
My journey to becoming a scientist-inventor started at age 17 as a hungry, dirty refugee escaping the Iron
Curtain set up by the Soviet Union (now Russia). Eventually I ended up in California via Canada after surviving
on a 10-cent/hr. midnight dishwasher job for a few tumultuous years. As a miraculous survivor of World WarII and mostly self-educated, I became a hi-tech inventor outside of a university environment. After some years I
founded my own, self-financed million-dollar corporation. As president for 20 years, I managed hundreds of
employees and created thousands of jobs for an emerging Silicon Valley.
Along the way, I got married, raised two girls, and became involved with Christian missions and starting
churches. I learned that an invisible providence guided me around cliffs, such as the theft of my patents
making billions and a number of Christians misusing my trust. God taught me lessons. All along I was
learning more as I searched for God’s Plan for Mankind, as many theological versions exist. I consider myself
the last generation working on a farm where I learned about animal husbandry with an environment
bathed in a thousand nameless critter insects, millions of flies, honeybees - now all gone. Even new Bible
versions cannot be trusted, thus I use a standard Bible printed before 1950.
The Lord has given me much in life, along with deep valleys and storms. I was raised from utter poverty, but
I always gave more - a paradox. I attained prosperity ending with a higher-knowledge education with a
unique overview to see a space-time dimension overlaid with physics-metaphysics. If you do not believe in
miracles, you should look my way: though I cannot write and only speak street English, I ended with 14
Babushka egg books filled with important concepts of science and religion simply expressed. They are
avoided in churches and universities, being totally different viewpoints not found in any library; hence they
are definitely original, not copied from someone’s opinions.
A basic rule to separate opinions from reality is to require (5) five witnesses. That can raise an opinion to the
level of demonstrable facts to win a case in a Court of Law. Theologians will not do that, as general knowledge
of science in the last 100 years has been suppressed worldwide with gigantic deception and perversion of
Truth. But the YouTube-Genie will never go back in the bottle, but it is also used by degenerate atheists paid off
by special interests to keep spreading lies and deception, thus confusing this generation, preventing the Truth.
When a generation has grown up in a belief system made up of thousands of lies and deception, it will never
have the opportunity to compare truth and understand an unforgiving nature, which was defined in the
physics and metaphysics no longer taught in any school. Reading the Torah-bible will help to get us a
balanced viewpoint as most PhDs degenerated to an 8th grade level a hundred years ago. Even the American
Christian Church is totally dishonest. No wonder they voted in evil, corrupt atheists only to destroy a
Christian-based Constitution look around and see the evidence if you are not brain dead. In short, look at the
clock now at midnight and compare it with ancient clocks in many global museums. Together they expose
11 April 2017 as the date for Yeshua’s return.
1. The GMO race toward extinction has become irreversible. Check the level seeds I bought in a store
2016 of vegetables, beans, parsley, chive, onions and flowers. If you are a gardener, you will have
noticed many did not even germinate in your garden. Popular shrubs and flowers around 10 years
ago are gone from any nursery, and the few leftovers are small and fragile - all being cloned and
disappearing fast. The latest NEWS: the Monsanto Cartel, the biggest GMO patent owner is for sale.
Why?
2. Oil – coal, dinosaur-windmills are way down in price. Why? YouTube teenagers proudly show free
electricity gismos, and in Peru highland Indian woman laugh and say we all piss in one pot and
extract hydrogen to cook our meal as no wood is around. In Mexico a teenager put extra copper
winding inside the motor stator, and it runs perpetually as a generator? Free energy still
suppressed!
3. Have fun watching, you might get educated about what was censored for 100 years, or read my
Pearlettes…
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